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I  S M EL L  A  R A T!  

 
A quick comment about the two Russian alleged assassins, exposed, we are told by the ‘investigative’ 

Website, Bellingcat. Not mentioned by any of the major news media is the fact that Bellingcat is 

funded by the National Endowment for Democracy (sic), renowned for its interference in foreign 

elections, funding terrorists and overthrowing governments the US doesn’t approve of. 

Media Lens picked up on this awhile back in reference to another Western financed outfit, the Syrian 

Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR), funded by the UK Foreign Office. I’ve also expanded this by 

quoting from Media Lens’ other article that deals with Western-funded disinfo, ‘Douma: Part 1 – 

Deception In Plain Sight’: 

 

Liberal corporate journalists and politicians have been impressed by the fact that SOHR and White 

Helmets claims have been supported by ostensibly forensic analysis supplied by the Bellingcat 

website, which publishes ‘citizen journalist’ investigations. As we noted in a recent alert, Bellingcat 

is funded by the National Endowment for Democracy (NED), which is funded by the US government 

and is ‘a notorious vehicle for US soft power’. – ‘The Syrian Observatory – Funded By The Foreign 

Office‘, Media Lens, June 4 2018 

 

It’s worth quoting more of the Media Lens article as it exposes the nature of Western so-called lefties 

and their attachment to Western (funded) propaganda outfits: 

 

In the New Statesman, Paul Mason offered a typically nonsensical argument, linking to the anti-Assad 

website, Bellingcat: 

 

‘Despite the availability of public sources showing it is likely that a regime Mi-8 helicopter dropped a 

gas container onto a specific building, there are well-meaning people prepared to share the opinion 

that this was a “false flag”, staged by jihadis, to pull the West into the war. The fact that so many 

people are prepared to clutch at false flag theories is, for Western democracies, a sign of how 

effective Vladimir Putin’s global strategy has been.’ 

Thus, echoing Freedland’s reference to ‘denialists and conspiracists’, sceptics can only be idiot 

victims of Putin’s propaganda. US media analyst Adam Johnson of FAIR accurately described 

Mason’s piece as a ‘mess’, adding: 

 

‘I love this thing where nominal leftists run the propaganda ball for bombing a country 99 yards then 

stop at the one yard and insist they don’t support scoring goals, that they in fact oppose war.’ 

Surprisingly, the Bellingcat website, which publishes the findings of ‘citizen journalist’ investigations, 

appears to be taken seriously by some very high-profile progressives. 

In the Independent, Green Party leader Caroline Lucas also mentioned the Syrian army ‘Mi-8’ 

helicopters. Why? Because she had read the same Bellingcat blog as Mason, to which she linked: 
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‘From the evidence we’ve seen so far it appears that the latest chemical attack was likely by Mi-8 

helicopters, probably from the forces of Syria’s murderous President Assad.’ 

On Democracy Now!, journalist Glenn Greenwald said of Douma: 

‘I think that it’s—the evidence is quite overwhelming that the perpetrators of this chemical weapons 

attack, as well as previous ones, is the Assad government…’ 

This was an astonishing comment. After receiving fierce challenges (not from us), Greenwald 

partially retracted, tweeting: 

 

‘It’s live TV. Something [sic – sometimes] you say things less than ideally. I think the most likely 

perpetrator of this attack is Syrian Govt.’ 

We wrote to Greenwald asking what had persuaded him of Assad’s ‘likely’ responsibility for Douma. 

(Twitter, April 10, direct message) 

The first piece of evidence he sent us (April 12) was the Bellingcat blog mentioning Syrian 

government helicopters cited by Mason and Lucas. Greenwald also sent us a report from Reuters, as 

well as a piece from 2017, obviously prior to the alleged Douma event. 

 

This was thin evidence indeed for the claim made. In our discussion with him, Greenwald then 

completely retracted his claim (Twitter, April 12, direct message) that there was evidence of Syrian 

government involvement in the alleged attack. [My emph. WB] – ‘Douma: Part 1 – Deception In 

Plain Sight’ 
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